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Dr Karl's Big Book of Amazing Animals
Dr Karl Kruszelnicki

A brand new activity book from Australia's most popular 
scientist, featuring the wonderfully weird world of animals. 
From creepy crawlies and the world under the water to the 
biggest, longest, loudest, sleepiest and most stinky animals 
of them all, there are facts to astonish, puzzles to perplex, 
codes to crack, things to draw and colour in, odd ones out, 
differences to spot, and dot to dots. Guaranteed holiday fun 
for all kinds of kids, and their parents.

Pan Australia • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781743547434 $19.99

The 78-Storey Treehouse
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton

Perfect for all treehouse fans, a gift pack containing a 
copy of The 78-Storey Treehouse and a treehouse-
branded drink bottle.

Pan Australia • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781743547472 $19.99

2016 Treehouse Trivia
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton

How well do you know Andy and Terry's 78-storey 
treehouse? Find out with this pack of 52 full-colour quiz 
cards featuring questions and answers about the most 
amazing treehouse in the world.

Pan Australia • Hobbies, quizzes & games (Children's / Teenage)

9781743547465 $9.99

Laugh Your Head Off Again
Various

A busting moment + an unusual pet + a mischief-making 
monkey + the perfect pie + a trouble-attracting Great 
Dane + an unlikely corn chip + a farm camp + a 
displaced King + greenhouse gases = one hilarious book.

Macmillan Australia • HB • Anthologies (Children's / Teenage)

9781743549872 $19.99

Barbie Starlight #1
The Mattel Brands and Tini Howard

What do you get when you take the red hot space fantasy 
genre and combine it with the most popular fashion doll in 
the world? A magical space adventure that's sure to thrill 
young readers everywhere. Barbie has explored many 
worlds and careers but none more 'out there' than Para-
Den, the strange alien planet where a girl named Barbie 
lives with her father and her flying pet, Pupcorn. But 
something is not right in Barbie's galaxy. One by one the 
stars are going out and no one seems to know why. Of 
course, no one is more surprised than Barbie when she is 
chosen by King Constantine to join a special mission to 
make the stars dance once again. Along with Prince Leo, 
hover board champion Sal-Lee and the colourful twins 
Kareena & Sheena, Barbie must solve the mystery of the 
creatures known as Whailens and find a way to bring the 
starlight back before the stars stop dancing forever!

Papercutz • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629916101 $14.99

Molly Moon's Incredible Book of Hypnotism: Molly Moon 1
Georgia Byng

Orphan Molly Moon was found as a baby in a box 
marked 'Moon's Marshmallows'. For ten miserable years 
she's lived under the cruel rule of Miss Adderstone in 
grim Hardwick House. But her life changes overnight 
when she finds a mysterious book on hypnotism and 
discovers an amazing talent - the power to make people 
do anything she wants them to. Escaping from the 
orphanage, Molly flies to New York in search of fame and 
fortune. But her adventures in hypnotism lead her into 
the clutches of a dangerous enemy...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509821303 $14.99
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Christmas with Princess Mirror-Belle
Julia Donaldson

From Julia Donaldson, the bestselling author of The 
Gruffalo, comes Christmas with Princess Mirror-Belle. 
This special hardback edition contains two stories 
illustrated by Lydia Monks and some festive things to 
make and do. Christmas with Princess Mirror-Belle is 
perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who 
are beginning to read on their own. Ellen gets a big shock 
when her reflection climbs out of a mirror. But Mirror-Belle 
is a double with a difference! She is a princess, and a very 
mischievous one at that. Join Mirror-Belle as she sweeps 
Ellen into hilarious Christmassy escapades - from joining 
in with the Christmas ballet show to attending Ellen's 
friend's fancy dress party and trying to catch Father 
Christmas! You can always guarantee that wherever 
Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will follow.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509814268 $16.99

Dinosaur Roar!
Henrietta Stickland

The classic dinosaur title in an exciting format, with a 
sound button to press so the dinosaur can roar along with 
the story. Dinosaur Roar! the iconic and bestselling book 
by Henrietta and Paul Stickland, first published in 1994, is 
now considered to be a modern classic that should be in 
every preschool child's library. The rhyming text and eye-
catching illustrations are a wonderful way to introduce 
dinosaurs to even the smallest children. Every dinosaur is 
accurately depicted and the book carries the endorsement 
of the Palaeontology Department at the Natural History 
Museum.

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning: Opposites

9781509828531 $14.99

Dear Zoo Book and Storyblocks
Rod Campbell

Rod Campbell's classic lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo has 
been a firm favourite with toddlers and parents alike ever 
since it was first published in 1982. With Dear Zoo Book 
and Storyblocks children can have fun reading the story 
as they build a giant metre-high tower with their animal 
blocks. Dear Zoo Book and Storyblocks includes a mini 
gift hardback of the lift-the-flap preschool classic and ten 
stacking and nesting blocks featuring everyone's favourite 
animals from the zoo. Young children will love building a 
tower as they read the story - and then knocking it down 
again!

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning: Numbers & Counting

9781509802173 $29.99

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Carousel Book
Lewis Carroll

A fabulous book that opens out into a carousel shape, 
showing Alice's Adventures in Wonderland in six 
enchanting three-dimensional scenes. Using original 
artwork by Sir John Tenniel and an abridged version of 
Lewis Carroll's original text, this is a delightful introduction 
to the story for younger readers. Peep into the story as 
Alice falls down the rabbit hole, grows and shrinks, meets 
the Cheshire Cat, joins the Mad Hatter's Tea Party, plays 
croquet with the Duchess, and attends the trial of the 
Knave of Hearts!

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781509820511 $29.99

Wolves 10th Anniversary Edition
Emily Gravett

Rabbit borrows a book about wolves from the library. He 
can't put it down! But soon a sinister figure with sharp 
claws and a bushy tail starts to creep right off the pages. 
You won't believe your eyes - but if you're a rabbit, you 
probably should. Brilliantly witty, ingeniously constructed, 
and with amazing artwork throughout, Wolves has thrilled 
critics and booksellers alike. Wolves was Emily Gravett's 
debut book, winning her the Macmillan Prize for Illustration 
and her first CILIP Kate Greenaway Award. This edition of 
Wolves features an additional mini book to cut out and 
keep; it's called 10 Little Rabbits, and it's Wolf's favourite 
book...

Two Hoots • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781509836666 $14.99

Dogs
Emily Gravett

A special miniature hardback gift edition of the classic 
Emily Gravett story, with a real cloth cover newly designed 
and illustrated by Emily herself. Gorgeous canines of 
every shape, size and colour are bounding through the 
irresistible Dogs by Emily Gravett. Can you choose one 
dog to love best of all? With playful pencil and watercolour 
illustrations to delight children and adults alike, everyone 
will long to bark along with the Chihuahua and tickle the 
Dalmatian's tummy. Emily Gravett has created another 
wonderfully satisfying book - with a twist in the tail. Now a 
beautiful gift hardback, the red cloth cover and gorgeous 
artwork make this the perfect present for dog lovers young 
and old.

Two Hoots • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781509835478 $16.99

Moone Boy and the Marvellous Activity Manual
Chris O'Dowd; Nick Vincent Murphy

Do you want your own bobble hat and your own imaginary 
friend - just like Martin Moone? Then join Martin and his 
friend Sean Murphy in the marvellous world of... Boyle. 
Enjoy an exclusive new Moone Boy story, a comic strip 
adventure, plenty of jokes and a bumper crop of activities; 
including make your own Moone Boy hat and learn to 
draw Martin Moone. Featuring all of Martin's friends (and 
enemies) and packed with advice on finding your own 
Imaginary Friend (IF), The Marvellous Activity Manual is 
the ultimate companion for fans of the series.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Interactive & Activity Books & Packs

9781509832590 $14.99

Book Scavenger
Jennifer Chambliss Bertman

Emily's love of solving puzzles turns into a real-life mystery 
featuring a secret book, an intricate game, and bad guys 
out to get her. For twelve-year-old Emily, the best thing 
about moving to San Francisco is that it's the home city of 
her literary idol: Garrison Griswold, book publisher and 
creator of the online sensation Book Scavenger (a game 
where books are hidden in cities all over the country and 
clues to find them are revealed through puzzles). Upon 
arriving, however, Emily learns that Griswold has been 
attacked, and no one knows anything about the epic new 
game he had been poised to launch. Then Emily and her 
new friend James discover an odd book, which they come 
to believe is from Griswold himself. Racing against time, 
Emily and James try to uncover the secret at the heart of 
Griswold's new game - before Griswold's attackers find 
them.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250079800 $14.99

*

*



Finders Keepers
Shelley Tougas

Christa spends every summer at the most awesome place in the whole world: her family's 
cabin on Whitefish Lake, Wisconsin. Only her dad recently lost his job and her parents 
have decided to sell the cabin. But not if Christa can help it. Everyone knows there is Al 
Capone blood money hidden somewhere in Whitefish Lake, and her friend Alex's cranky 
grandpa might have the key to finding it. Grandpa says the loot is gone, or worse - cursed! 
But Christa knows better. That loot is the only thing that can save her family.

St Martin's Press • PB • Thrillers (Children's / Teenage)

9781250090522 $14.99

Billions of Bricks
Kurt Cyrus

Two, four, six. Look at all the bricks! Grab a hard hat and all your tools, and get ready for a 
construction adventure in counting! This clever, rhyming picture book leads readers 
through a day in the life of a construction crew building with bricks. A brick may seem like 
just a simple block, but in groupings of ten, twenty, and more, it can create many 
impressive structures, from hotels to schools to skyscrapers. This is a terrific introduction 
to counting in quantities for children.

Henry Holt • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781627792738 $24.99

Tomo Explores the World
Trevor Lai

For fans of Dora the Explorer and Bob the Builder comes Tomo Explores the World. On 
a tiny island, everyone is happy to be a fisherman - everyone except a little boy named 
Tomo. He would rather construct elaborate contraptions than go fishing. When he 
discovers his great-grandfather's adventure journal with several quests left incomplete, 
Tomo decides to finish it with the help of his friend Maya and his very own inventions. 
Tomo builds a boat and follows a constellation in the sky to make an awesome discovery. 
Tomo Explores the World launches an energetic new character for boys and girls alike to 
follow through a variety of exciting adventures.

St Martin's Press • HB • Thrillers (Children's / Teenage)

9781250085450 $26.99

A Small Thing . . . but Big
Tony Johnston ; Hadley Hooper

Lizzie and her mum go to the park. That's where Lizzie meets an elderly man and his 
companion, Cecile, a dog about her size. But Lizzie is afraid of dogs, so she'll have to rely 
on her new friend to help her take things one step at a time. Getting over your fears may 
seem like a small thing... but it sure can feel big.

St Martin's Press • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781626722569 $24.99

Cut Me Free
J. R. Johansson

Seventeen-year-old Charlotte barely escaped from her abusive parents. Now she's trying 
to start a new life, but while she can erase her former identity, she can't rid herself of the 
memories. And her troubled history won't let her ignore the little girl she sees in the park. 
The girl with the bruises and burn marks. That's when Charlotte begins to receive the 
threatening notes left in her apartment - without a trace of entry. As the messages grow 
more menacing, she doesn't just need to uncover who is leaving them; she needs to stop 
whoever it is before anyone else she loves ends up dead.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250073617 $16.99

Kitaro Meets Nurarihyon
Shigeru Mizuki

Kitaro Meets Nurarihyon is the second volume in the adventures of Shigeru Mizuki's 
bizarre yokai boy Kitaro and his gaggle of otherworldly friends. These seven stories date 
from the golden age of Gegege no Kitaro, when Mizuki had perfected the balance of 
folklore, comedy, and horror that made Kitaro one of Japan's most beloved characters. In 
Kitaro Meets Nurarihyon, Kitaro and his father, Medama Oyaji, face off against one of 
their most powerful enemies - the self-styled Yokai Supreme Commander known as 
Nurarihyon. Over the course of this volume, Kitaro takes on the swamp-dwelling Sawa 
Kozo, the mysterious Diamond Yokai, and the sea giant called Umizato, and wages a 
double feature of battles against the bizarre Odoro Odoro.

St Martin's Press • PB • Graphic novels: superheroes & super-villains

9781770462366 $22.99

The Bear Who Wasn't There
LeUyen Pham

Bear has gone missing! When he doesn't show up in the book he's supposed to star in, his 
friends rally to find him. Who will find him first? Will it be Giraffe, who himself seems to 
always be in the wrong place at the wrong time, or Cow, or even the author herself? Duck 
doesn't seem concerned that Bear is missing. In fact, he seems to be trying to steal the 
show for himself! But after pages of searching high and low and everywhere between, 
Bear appears after all, somewhere utterly unexpected. LeUyen Pham's latest picture book 
invites readers to join the hilarious search for the titular missing Bear.

St Martin's Press • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781596439702 $24.99

Lost and Found
Barbara McClintock

When siblings Adèle and Simon visit their uncle in China, he buys them each gifts for their 
trip. Simon picks out a hat, a flute, a fan, and other small items, while his sister selects a 
camera to photograph their journey. As soon as they're packed and ready, it's time to set 
off with Uncle Sydney to explore! In a series of postcards home to their mother, Adèle 
describes each of the places they visit and the adventures they have... and, of course, 
what item Simon managed to lose at each stop along the way. By the end of the trip, 
Simon has misplaced all of his belongings! But when Adèle develops her photographs, she 
and her brother discover that they can see each of Simon's lost items in the background of 
the pictures.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Crime & mystery fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780374399238 $24.99

Old Dog Baby Baby
Julie Fogliano; illustrated by Chris Raschka

Old dog lazy lazy lying on the kitchen floor here comes baby baby crawling through the 
kitchen door. Follow the antics of a curious baby and his silly old dog in this funny, 
rhythmic, and joyful picture book illustrated by Caldecott Medalist Chris Raschka.

St Martin's Press • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781596438538 $24.99

The Shady Tree
Demi

In this new Chinese fable, Ping returns and deals with the selfish and greedy Tan Tan, who 
owns a beautiful house and a beautiful shady tree, but who does not share. Ping turns Tan 
Tan's greed into his own gain, but even with his new found wealth, Ping is true to his 
generous nature - there is room for everyone. Simply told and beautifully illustrated, this 
story is sure to become a classic.

Henry Holt • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781627797696 $24.99

This book is out of control!
Richard Byrne

Ben has a new remote-controlled toy; it has all kinds of buttons - up, down, siren, spin. He 
and Bella try pressing each one, but the remote doesn't seem to be working... at least, not 
on the toy. As things go haywire on the page, Bella and Ben realise their book is out of 
control! With a remote on the fritz, it'll take the help of the reader to put things right in this 
interactive story.

Henry Holt • HB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781627799331 $24.99

Pussycat
Peyo

From comics master Peyo (The Smurfs, Benny Breakiron) comes Pussycat - a loveable, 
mischievous tuxedo cat who spends his time chasing after milk and snacks and framing 
other members of his family for his shenanigans. This cat isn't exactly the noble hunting 
type - he'd rather play a game of kickball with the resident mouse than chase after him and 
most of the humour originates from his clever, yet often foolish ways of trying to get what 
he wants (e.g. milk and snacks).

Papercutz • HB • Cartoons & Comic Strips

9781629911502 $29.99

Moomin and Family Life
Tove Jansson

After losing both his fortune and his girlfriend, Moomin has hit rock bottom. Luckily, in his 
darkest moment, he stumbles across the beloved family he lost as a child -
Moominmamma and Moominpappa - and together, the Moomins embark on their first 
adventure. Moominmamma struggles to balance her husband's desire for danger with her 
own homebody sensibilities, while Moomin fears his new parents will eventually tire of him. 
Moomin and Family Life is a poignant story of love and reunion that unwinds in this 
classic Moomin caper from Tove Jansson.

St Martin's Press • PB • Graphic Novels: Literary & Memoirs

9781770462526 $16.99

Bunjitsu Bunny's Best Move
John Himmelman

Isabel is the best bunjitsu artist in her class. She can throw farther, kick higher, and hit 
harder than anybunny else. But her strongest weapon is her mind! Author/artist John 
Himmelman continues to charm in this beguilingly funny series of adventures, filled with 
heart, friendship, and a healthy dose of hi-ya!

St Martin's Press • PB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781250090492 $12.99



The Cow Said Meow
John Himmelman

No one likes getting caught out in the rain! One drizzly day on the farm, a cow overhears a 
cat meowing to be let into the house. When the kind old lady inside opens the door, the 
cow gets an idea - one that spirals out of control! Minimal text and maximum hilarity make 
for a zany, fun-filled tale as we find out what happens when the cow says meow.

Henry Holt • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781627793780 $24.99

Pigloo
Anne Marie Pace; illustrated by Lorna Hussey

Pigloo is an explorer. His destination? The North Pole. Big sister Paisley doesn't think he'll 
get there, but Pigloo knows that explorers have to be patient as well as brave. When 
Pigloo takes his sled to the top of a hill, he sets off on his expedition - with a little 
unexpected help. This sweet story shows that sometimes the greatest adventures are the 
ones that happen in your own backyard.

Henry Holt • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781627792028 $24.99

Cat Knit
Jacob Grant

Cat and Yarn were inseparable. But Girl also wanted to play with Yarn. When Yarn 
returned, he wasn't his usual bouncy self. Cat's friend had changed, and Cat did not like 
this new Yarn one bit. He was itchy and stuffy and no fun at all! With his signature 
expressive character faces, humour, and heart, Jacob Grant has created another picture 
book that will tickle readers. Cat Knit is a charming story of accepting change and how 
sometimes it takes a while to warm up to something new.

St Martin's Press • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781250051509 $24.99

Science Comics: Volcanoes
Jon Chad

Every volume of Science Comics offers a complete introduction to a particular topic -
dinosaurs, coral reefs, the solar system, volcanoes, bats, flying machines, and more. 
These gorgeously illustrated graphic novels offer wildly entertaining views of their subjects. 
Whether you're a 4th grader doing a natural science unit at school or a thirty-year-old with 
a secret passion for airplanes, these books are for you! This volume: In VOLCANOES, we 
explore these exciting and explosive vents in the Earth's surface. Along the way readers 
will learn about lava, tectonic plates, islands and other land masses generated by 
volcanoes, famous volcanoes, and famous eruptions.

St Martin's Press • PB • Transport (Children's / Teenage)

9781626723603 $22.99

Pip the Little Penguin
Alphaprints

Second title in the Alphaprints Picture Book range, joining Wiggle and the Whale. A 
warm and humorous story about the differences between animals, including their colours, 
and ultimately, their self-acceptance. Pip is a little penguin who doesn't like being black 
and white, and asks his dad why he can't be colourful like pink flamingos or red foxes. 
Through his discussions with his dad, children will love to follow Pip on his journey of 
discovery, meeting different animals and learning about colour along the way, until, after 
meeting some pretty cool black and white creatures, he conludes that he is just fine as he 
is. Unique and imaginative artwork style, with huge appeal to children and adults alike, 
taking fingerprint pictures and adding photographs of everyday things for children to spot.

Priddy Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781783414376 $16.99

Pip the Little Penguin
Alphaprints

Second title in the Alphaprints Picture Book range, joining Wiggle and the Whale. A 
warm and humorous story about the differences between animals, including their colours, 
and ultimately, their self-acceptance. Pip is a little penguin who doesn't like being black 
and white, and asks his dad why he can't be colourful like pink flamingos or red foxes. 
Through his discussions with his dad, children will love to follow Pip on his journey of 
discovery, meeting different animals and learning about colour along the way, until, after 
meeting some pretty cool black and white creatures, he conludes that he is just fine as he 
is. Unique and imaginative artwork style, with huge appeal to children and adults alike, 
taking fingerprint pictures and adding photographs of everyday things for children to spot.

Priddy Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781783413591 $12.99

Playtown Emergency
Chunky Sets

Three shaped, ten-page Playtown Emergency vehicle board books packaged in a tray. 
Children can find out about the police car, ambulance and fire engine, and what each one 
does to keep the people of Playtown safe. Chunky, compact format perfect for little hands 
to enjoy push-along play. Ideal for both storytime and playtime, a play-and-learn pack that 
encourages imagination and promotes creative play.

Priddy Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783413249 $7.99

First 100 Trucks Sticker Book
First 100 Sticker Books

From trucks to trains to taxis, there are 100 trucks and things that go to discover inside this 
fun, early learning activity book that includes over 500 stickers. Organised into groups such 
as construction, rescue and farm vehicles, the colourful pages feature things-that-go 
photographs to look at and names to read and learn. Learning becomes interactive as 
children look for, find then match the correct stickers to the spaces on the book pages.

Priddy Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781783413584 $9.99

Teddy and the Blue Butterfly
Gerry Lane

Teddy and the Blue Butterfly is: A story of love, hope and wishes A story of a magical 
butterfly, and a teddy bear A story of a young girl's longing to help another A story of a 
miracle for someone she cares. This rhyming tale is easy to read with an enchanting 
ending that is emotional and satisfying for both adults and children. Beautifully illustrated, 
Teddy and the Blue Butterfly will have you believing that miracles really can come true.

Brolga • PB • Picture Books

9781925367645 $16.99




